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Abstract
The sensor node localization with an acceptable accuracy is a fundamental and important
problem for location-aware applications of Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs). Among numerous
localization schemes proposed specifically for WSNs, the Received Signal Strength (RSS)
based range-free localization techniques have attracted considerable research interest for their
simplicity and low cost. However, these techniques suffer from significant estimation errors due
to low accuracy of RSS measurements influenced by irregular radio propagation. In order to
cope with the problem of RSS uncertainty, in this paper we propose a fuzzy set-based
localization method, called Fuzzy Ring Overlapping Range Free (FROFR) localization. Similar to
other area-based localization schemes, FRORF relies on beacon signals broadcasted by
anchors to isolate a region of the localization space where the sensor node most probably
resides. As an extension to the concept of ring-overlapping localization, FRORF first represents
overlapping rings as fuzzy sets with ambiguous boundaries in contrast to fixed intervals of RSS
values, and then generates fuzzy set of regions by intersecting rings from different fuzzy ring
sets. The degrees of sensor node membership to regions in the fuzzy set of regions are used to
determine the location estimate. The results obtained from simulations demonstrate that our
solution improve localization accuracy in the presence of radio irregularity, and even for the case
without radio irregularity.
Key words: wireless sensor networks, localization, RSS, ring-overlapping localization, fuzzy set
theory.

1 INTRODUCTION
Recent advances in wireless communications, low-power design, and micro-electro-mechanical
systems (MEMS) have enabled the development of relatively inexpensive and low power
wireless sensor nodes. The common vision is to create a large Wireless Sensor Network (WSN)
through ad-hoc deployment of hundreds or thousands of such tiny devices able to sense the
environment, compute simple tasks and communicate with each other in order to achieve some
common objective, like environmental monitoring, target tracking, detecting hazardous
chemicals and forest fires, and monitoring seismic activity, military surveillance [1]. Most of
these applications require the knowledge on the position of every node in the WSN [2].
Determining the physical positions of sensor nodes is one of the key issues in WSN operation
because the position information is used: (i) to correlate sensor readings with physical locations,
(ii) in location-aided routing and data aggregation, and (iii) to make easier network selfconfiguration and self-organization. Also, in many applications such as inventory management
and target tracking, the position itself is the information of interest.
However, in most cases, sensor nodes are deployed throughout some region of interest without
their position information known in advance. Thus, the first task that has to be solved after
network deployment is to localize the nodes, i.e., to find out their spatial coordinates in some
fixed coordinate system. The locations of nodes can be set manually but this is not practical for
large scale WSNs. Another possible way to localize sensor nodes is to use the commonly
available Global Positioning System (GPS), which offers 3-D localization based on direct line-ofsight with at least four satellites [3]. However, attaching a GPS receiver to each sensor node is
highly impractical solution due to its high power consumption, high price, inaccessibility (nodes
may be deployed indoors, or GPS reception might be obstructed by climatic conditions), and
imprecision (the positioning error might be of 10-20m) [4].
A number of self-localization systems and algorithms have been proposed recently specifically
for WSNs, which are generally classified into range-based and range-free localization schemes

[5]. The range-based localization depends on the assumption that sensor nodes have the ability
to estimate the distance or angle to other nodes by means of one or more of the following
measurements: angle of arrival (AoA), time of arrival (ToA), time difference of arrival (TDoA),
and received signal strength (RSS) [6]. Approaches based on the first three types of
measurements are not widespread in WSNs because they require installation of specific and

expensive hardware such as array antennas for AoA [7], ultrasound for TDoA [8], and dedicated
hardware and software to maintain node synchronization [9]. On the other hand, RSS-based
localization systems are much more popular since most of today’s radio transceiver chips for
WSNs provide received signal strength indicator (RSSI) circuitry at no extra hardware cost.
However, the distance estimated by RSSI is usually inaccurate and unreliable [10,11,12]. This is
because the RSS is subject to negative effects of radio interference, obstacles (e.g. persons,
walls), and individual differences of transmitters and receivers (e.g. antenna type, transmission
power).
Similar to RSSI range-based technique, the majority of range-free approaches are based on
reusing radio communication to enable location-unknown sensor nodes to determine their
locations with the assistance of a sufficient number of anchors (i.e. location-aware nodes) [13].
In contrast to range-based techniques, the range-free localization schemes do not rely on
absolute estimates of distances. Instead, these schemes enables sensor nodes to infer their
locations by exploiting radio connectivity information among nodes, anchor proximity, near-far
information, comparison of either RSSI readings or less accurate distance estimation. Rangefree solutions use only standard features found in most radio modules as hardware means for
localization, thus providing more economic and simpler location estimates than the range-based
ones. On the other hand, the results of range-free methods are not as precise as those of the
range-based methods.
Among numerous range-free methods, anchor proximity [14,15,16] and radio connectivity-based
solutions [4,17,18] feature a low overall system cost, however, by sacrificing localization
accuracy. In centroid localization method, all anchors first send out beacon messages that
include their position information to all sensor nodes within their transmission range [14]. Then,
all sensor nodes calculate their own position as the geometric centroid of a polygon whose
vertices are the anchors in range. To achieve a good accuracy, however, a high anchor density
is required, which is impractical for large-scale systems. In [15], each anchor emits beacon
signals at different transmission power levels. After receiving the beacon signals, a node can
determine in which annular ring it is located within each anchor node and uses the geometric
center of the intersection of the rings as its position estimate. In [16], a multi-power level mobile
anchor assisted range-free algorithm is proposed. The algorithm is based on convex
optimization and uses a relay node to reduce the effect of obstacles on node localization.
Connectivity-based methods use local neighborhood sensing to build hop-based virtual

distances for large-scale sensor network localization. In DV-Hop algorithm, anchors first flood
their location throughout the network, and then each sensor node calculates its position based
on received anchor locations, the hop count on the shortest multi-hop path from the
corresponding anchor, and the average distance per hop [4]. The method proposed in [18]
improves connectivity-based methods by extracting the relative distance information from
neighborhood orderings obtained from RSS sensing. The advantage of these schemes lies in
their simplicity. However, they can provide acceptable location estimation accuracy if the radio
transmission range is constant and anchor/node distribution in the network is dense and uniform.
In area-based range-free localization approaches, unkonwn nodes perform location estimation
by partitioning the environment into a number of overlapping localization areas. A node’s
presence inside or outside of these areas allows a node to narrow down the region in which it
can potentially reside. The correctness of the area-based schemes is based on the assumption
that as the distance between a transmitter and a receiver increases, the signal strength
measured by the receiver decreases monotonically. This assumption is called monotonicity
constraint and is used to obtain the relative spatial relationship between anchors/nodes. For
example, in APIT algorithm, each node decides its position based on the possibility of being
inside or outside of a triangle formed by any three anchors heard by the node [5]. To determine
whether a node position falls within the triangle, APIT compares the RSSI readings from the
anchors at the node with those at its neighbors. In ROCRSSI algorithm, a localization region is
defined as the intersection area of overlapping annular rings which constrain the position of the
sensor node with respect to each anchor [19]. The rings are generated by comparison of the
signal strength a sensor node receives from a specific anchor and the signal strength other
anchors receive from the same anchor. Area-based localization techniques can provide a better
location accuracy even there is an random anchor placement. However, in order to compensate
for negative effects of irregular radio propagation and inaccurate RSSI measurements, they
require a high anchor-to-node ratio which results in high cost.
An approach to tackle the problem of RSS inaccuracy due to varying environmental conditions is
proposed in [20]. In this range-based method, RSSI is used to calculate the distances between
nodes at unknown positions and anchors according to a simple signal propagation model. The
set of anchors and reference nodes placed at known positions are used to estimate attenuation
parameters of the signal propagation model in a closed-loop feedback correction manner. To
tolerate environmental variations, the parameter estimations are updated periodically and

distributed to unknown nodes. A range-free localization approach that explicitly deals with RSSI
inaccuracy by employing soft computing techniques is described in [21]. They have proposed an
enhanced centroid localization method using edge weights of adjacent anchor nodes based on
Takagi-Sugeno-Kang (TSK) fuzzy modeling. The method uses fuzzy membership function which
is optimized by means of genetic algorithm to transform RSSI information into edge weights.
Then, a weighted centroid method is employed to localize the node. In the second scheme
introduced by the same authors, the entire sensor location mapping from the anchor node
signals is approximated by a neural network [22].
In this paper we propose a distributed range-free, area-based localization technique, called
Fuzzy Ring Overlapping Range Free (FRORF) Localization, which utilizes the RSSI to estimate
the position of a sensor node with respect to a small number of randomly distributed anchors.
Similar to other area-based localization methods [5,15,19], FRORF uses beacon signals
broadcasted by anchors to isolate a region of the localization space where the sensor node most
probably resides. Like in ROCRSSI algorithm, localization regions correspond to intersection
areas of overlapping rings. To test whether the sensor node location is inside or outside of the
specific ring is based on the comparison of the signal strength a sensor node receives from the
anchor placed in ring’s center with the signal strength other anchors receive from the same
anchor. The novelty of our localization scheme is to represent overlapping rings as fuzzy sets
with ambiguous boundaries in contrast to fixed intervals of RSSI values (which are used in
ROCRSSI). The use of the fuzzy set theory is motivated by the need to enhance performance of
the area-based localization approach through explicit modeling of uncertainty in RSSI
measurements, caused by irregular radio propagation, in an efficient and natural way. The
irregularity of the radio propagation creates rings with non-circular borders and might induce a
significant localization error when a binary decision-making model (i.e., “in-ring” versus “out-ofring”) is employed, like in ROCRSSI. In our approach, we first use fuzzy membership functions,
based on the RSSI information, to calculate the degrees to which the sensor node location falls
within different rings. Then we apply a sequence of basic fuzzy set operations to derive the
degrees of sensor node membership to different localization regions. Finally, we use these
degrees as weights of localization regions, and set the estimated position of the sensor node in
the center of gravity of the localization space.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces localization based on
comparison of RSS measurements and discuses how fuzzy set theory can be applied to this
range-free approach. Section 3 presents the FRORF localization algorithm. Simulation results

for various scenarios used to evaluate performance of FRORF algorithm are presented in
Section 4. We conclude our paper in Section 5.

2 LOCALIZATION BASED ON COMPARISON OF RSS
RSS–based range–free algorithms only rely on the assumption that the RSS is a decreasing
function of the distance between transmitter and receiver. For example, if the straight of the
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3 FRORF ALGORITHM FOR SENSOR NODE LOCALIZATION
In this section, we present our fuzzy set-based range-free localization scheme, which we call
Fuzzy Ring Overlapping Range Free (FRORF) localization. FRORF requires a heterogeneous
WSN composed of two sets of static nodes distributed across a planar localization space: a set
of N anchors, i.e. the nodes whose locations are known and accurate, and a set of sensor
nodes, i.e. the nodes whose locations are to be determined. Sensor nodes estimate their
positions only based on the information received from the anchor nodes. Since our method does
not depend on neighboring sensor node communication, it is independent of network
connectivity. For simplicity and ease of presentation we limit the localization space to 2-D, but
with minor modifications our algorithm is capable of operating in 3-D. Anchor nodes, or nodes
with a prior knowledge of their locations in the localization space (obtained via GPS or other
means such as pre-configuration), serve as reference points, broadcasting beacon messages.
Anchors are assumed to be sparse and randomly located. Both anchors and sensor nodes are
equipped with omni-directional antennas and RF transceivers with built-in RSSI circuitry. In
addition, as in the case of some other schemes (e.g. [15,19]), anchors are assumed to have a
larger communication range than normal sensor nodes so that their beacons can reach all
wireless nodes in the network. The need for larger communication range and the optional use of
GPS receiver to localize anchors make such nodes more expensive, consuming more energy,
and being larger in size than normal sensor nodes.
High level overview of FRORF is illustrated in Fig. 4. FRORF operation can be divided into two
phases: (a) beacon exchange phase, and (b) computation phase. The first phase involves
measuring RSS from anchors and distributing both RSS data and anchors’ location information
to all sensor nodes in the network. After completion of the beacon exchange phase, each sensor
node has enough information needed to perform the computation phase all by itself. At the first
computation step, the sensor node uses location information of anchors to partition the
localization space into the set of localization regions, i.e. to generate so-called distance-based
regional map. Then, FRORF employs a fuzzy-set based procedure to estimate location of the
sensor node. This procedure takes three steps: (a) fuzzification; (b) fuzzy inference, and (c)
defuzzification. In the fuzzification step, every ring is represented as a fuzzy set, referred to as
fuzzy ring, associated with suitably selected membership function. Then, degrees of sensor
node membership to every fuzzy ring are calculated using available RSSI data and known
anchors locations. The outputs of this step are N fuzzy-ring sets, each one of which includes
fuzzy rings around one anchor with nonzero degree of sensor node membership. In the fuzzy
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Distance‐Based Regionalization

After collecting enough information, the sensor node can start the localization process. The first
step in this process is to create a distance-based regional map of the localization space by using
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For the purpose of the proposed localization algorithm, each localization region needs to be
associated with the following two attributes: (a) the area-code, and (b) the Center of Gravity
(CoG). The CoG of a region R is the average location of all points in R. Since the analytical
procedure for finding regions and calculating their CoGs is rather computationally involved for
resource constrained sensor nodes, due to the large number of floating point operations, we
adopted an approximate approach based on grid-scan method [5,19]. In this method, the
localization space is divided into the uniform grid array, and the center of a grid, which is called
grid point, represents the area of that grid. Initially, the distance-based regional map, , is
empty. In order to identify localization regions, the grid array is scanned, point-by-point. For each
grid point p with coordinates
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Note that the computation load of sensor nodes can be reduced at the expense of
communication cost, if

is generated by an anchor at the end of the beacon exchange phase,

and then distributed to all sensor nodes.

3.3

Fuzzification

In this section we present the fuzzy set based method used in FRORF to estimate the location of
the sensor node based on RSS data and known anchor-to-anchor distances.
3.3.1

Fuzzy Ring

As demonstrated in Section 2, the crisp conditions that restrict the location of a sensor node
within the area of a ring can be expressed as
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∈ 0,1 controls the width off the fuzzy
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ns
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e full memb
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and
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when th
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e fuzzy regio
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their inte
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do not overlap, the result of
, as show
wn in Fig. 6(a). In this

with the full m
membership
p in the corre
esponding
a
and

overlap, th
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embership
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es the shap
pe of an irrregular qua
adrilateral (ssee Fig. 6(b)). In this case, the
is less than 1 indicating that there is no value
e of

such that the sensor node

may asssume the fu
ull membersship in the correspond
c
ing fuzzy rin
ng. As the ring bounda
ary values
get closser to each other, the height of
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aller approa
aching the

zero.
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Fig. 6
6. Membersh
hip functionss for fuzzy rring: (a) non
n-overlappin
ng fuzzy reg
gions of
o
g fuzzy regio
ons of
; (b) overlapping
and
.

and

Fig. 7 shows a ccomposition of fuzzy-rring membe
ership functtions along
g a particular anchor
sequencce. Using th
he crisp com
mparisons, th
hree different sensor crisp values,

,

, and

, will be

mapped
d into three different rings, 0, 1 and
d 2, respecttively. Altho
ough we may have a high degree
of confid
dence in succh mapping
g as sensor crisp value

is conce
erned, the mappings
m
off

and

are mucch more unccertain due
e to their pro
oximity to th
he ring bou
undaries. On
n the other hand, the
mapping
g based on fuzzy mem
mbership fun
nctions explicitly modells the uncerrtainty in se
ensor crisp
values and
a might m
map the sensor location
n into two orr even more
e than two ffuzzy rings iif the input
value iss close eno
ough to one
e or more rring bounda
ary values. As illustratted in Fig. 7, due to
proximitty to the ring
g boundaryy value

, ssensor crisp
p value

iss not only mapped
m
into
o the fuzzy

ring 0, but
b also ma
apped into th
he fuzzy rin
ng 1, although with a ssmaller degrree of mem
mbership in
fuzzy rin
ng 1. The fu
uzzification of the senssor crisp value
interval

,

, whicch falls into the narrow
w crisp ring

with overlappiing boundary fuzzy regions, map
ps the sensor node loccation into

three fuzzzy rings, 1, 2 and 3, a
all with differrent degree of memberrship.

Fig. 7. Derivation o
of fuzzy-ring
g set for thre
ee different sensor crisp values.

The proposed meth
hod of fuzziffication is quite genera
al since it do
oes not speccify which data
d
to use
for the rring bounda
ary values,

and , an
nd the senssor crisp vallue . In the
e sequel, we propose

two app
proaches on
n how to utiilize the info
ormation avvailable to a sensor no
ode in orderr to derive
the values of ,

and .

1) Direcct-RSS Fuzzzification: In
n this appro
oach, the fu
uzzification is performe
ed by using row RSS
measure
ements, onlly. Let

an
nd

,

be RSSI
R
valuess of

′s bea
acon signal as measurred by the

sensor node, and th anchor in the anch
hor sequence headed in
that

∞, and

,

anchor
,

,

, written a
as

, respectively. W
We assume

0. The degree of sensor nod
de memberrship to the th fuzzy rring of the
,

, is ca
alculated as follows:
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2) Indire
ect-RSS Fu
uzzification: This fuzzificcation approach tends to enhance
e the precission of the
RSS to fuzzy ring m
mapping by involving kn
nown and a
accurate ancchor-to-anch
hor distance
es into the
ation processs. This is a
accomplishe
ed by definin
ng fuzzy rings in the Eu
uclidean do
omain, and
fuzzifica

converting sensor node’s RSS measurements into distances. Let

,

,

0, … , be the

Euclidean distance between anchor

and th anchor in the anchor sequence headed in

Then, the boundary values of the

th fuzzy ring of

assume

,

0, and

,

th fuzzy ring of anchor
distance to

are

,

and

,

.

. We

∞. Also, when determining degree of a sensor node membership to
, the sensor crisp value

should represent the estimation of its

. This distance estimation is obtained (similar to the approach presented in [20]) by

correlating sensor node’s RSS measurement of the

’s beacon signal with those of

’s

peripheral anchors, as will be explained below.
In order to convert sensor node’s RSS measurements into distances from anchors we rely on
the basic circular radio propagation model which assumes that RSS attenuates with transmitterreceiver distance

where

as

is the path loss exponent that depends on the environment

through which the RF signal is propagated. For free space it is well known that

2. For a non-

free space area, the path loss exponent is varying between 2 and 5 depending on the
environment, which is usually determined by experimental field measurements. Following this
model, locations with the same RSS value form perfect circles centered at the transmitter.
Therefore, RSS values and distances from the transmitter at any two points 1 and 2 in the RF
field are related via the expression:

(2)
Accordingly, the distance between the sensor node and anchor
taking one of peripheral anchors, say

,

,

can be inferred from RSS by

, as the reference receiver:

(3)

However, in most environments, the radio propagation pattern is not circular, but quite irregular
in shape. These variations of path loss in different directions of propagation are due to
phenomena like reflections, diffraction, and scattering in the medium, as well as hardware
calibration differences, non-isotropic antenna gain etc. As a consequence of the radio
propagation irregularity, the proportion (2) may not be satisfied in all cases. In practice, if points
1 and

2 are aligned in similar directions with respect to the transmitter, the RSS-ratio and

distance-ratio in (2) are approximately the same. Otherwise, these two ratios may differ
significantly. Thus, if we chose a different anchor as the reference receiver in expression (3), we

might exxpect differe
ent distance
e estimation
n. Actually, w
we use this fact to calcculate the se
et of
distance
e estimation
ns

|

1, … ,

1 for the ssensor node
e from the anchor

1

having all

other pe
eripheral ancchors as a rreferent ancchor just oncce (see Fig. 8).

Fig. 8. Possible
P
esttimated distances of se
ensor S from
m anchor Ai due to vario
ous radio prropagation
charactteristics in d
different dire
ection of pro
opagation.
Once th
he set of esttimated disttances is de
etermined, tthese value
es are used as crisp inp
put values
in the prrocess of defining the degree of sensor
s
node
e membersh
hip to fuzzyy-rings. How
wever, due
to redun
ndancy in d
distance esttimations, ssome form of
o averaging needs to be involve
ed into the
fuzzifica
ation processs. We propo
ose two succh averaging
g methods:


First Disstance Averraging then Fuzzificatio
on (FAtF), an
nd



First Fuzzzification th
hen fuzzy ring memberrship Averag
ging (FFtA).

In FAtF method, the
e distance

of the sensor node ffrom the anchor

average
e of all distance estimattions in

is first determin
ned as the

:

1
1
Then, th
he degree o
of sensor no
ode membership to the th fuzzy riing of the anchor
as:

is calculated

,

, where

,

,

,

,

In FFtA method, the degree of sensor node membership to the th fuzzy ring of the anchor
first calculated for each distance estimation in
,

, separately, as follows:

,

, where

is

,

,

,

, and

1, … ,

1

Then, the final degree of sensor node membership to the th fuzzy ring of the anchor

is

obtained by averaging over all calculated degrees:

,

1

,

1
3.3.2

Fuzzy-Ring Set

The fuzzy-ring set of anchor

1, … ,

,

containing ranks of all fuzzy rings of

,

,

|

,

1, written as

, is the discrete fuzzy set

with nonzero degree of sensor node membership, i.e.,

0, ∈ 0, … ,

The level of fuzzification, , is the main factor that influences the expected size of a fuzzy-ring
set. The minimal size of a fuzzy-ring set is 1. This occurs when the sensor crisp value falls into
the non-fuzzy area of one fuzzy ring, only (e.g. in,

gives

1,1.0 ). When the sensor

crisp value is within the fuzzy region between two wide fuzzy rings, the typical size of the fuzzyring set is 2 (e.g. in Fig. 7,

0,0.67 , 1,0.33 ). When the sensor crisp value

gives

lies within the area of a narrow fuzzy ring, the resulting fuzzy-ring set usually includes three or
more fuzzy rings (e.g., in Fig. 7,

gives

1,0.23 , 2,0.44 , 3,0.33

. It is easy to

verify that the sum of sensor node’s membership degrees to all fuzzy rings in one fuzzy-ring set
is always equal to 1.

3.4

Fuzzy Inference

The goal of this algorithm step is to calculate the degrees of sensor node membership to
localization regions of distance-based regional map, , by using its membership degrees to
fuzzy-ring sets. To this end, the algorithm first generates so-called fuzzy regional map, by
combining ranks of fuzzy-rings from different fuzzy-ring sets into region area-codes. Then, the

fuzzy set of regions is derived by removing any area-code from the fuzzy regional map that does
not belong to the distance-based regional map .
3.4.1

Fuzzy Regional Map

The fuzzy regional map is the discrete fuzzy set defined as the Cartesian product over N fuzzy|

ring sets {

1, … , }:
…

,

Here,

,…,

,

is the region area-code, such that

membership degree of c to

∈

region to

1, … , , and

is the

, defined as follows:

,

Members of

,

(4)

are regions represented by their area-codes. The membership degree of a
represents the certainty that the position of the sensor node falls within the area of

that region. Recall that the area-code

,

,…,

identifies the region in the localization

space that corresponds to the overlapping area of rings whose ranks are listed in c. According to

(4), the degree of sensor node membership to a region in

is calculated by multiplying

degrees of its membership to all overlapping fuzzy rings.
The size of the fuzzy regional map, i.e. the number of regions with nonzero membership degree
in

, is equal to the product of sizes of all fuzzy-ring sets. Since each fuzzy-ring set contains at

least one fuzzy ring, the number of regions in

is always equal or greater than 1. In practice,

the size of fuzzy regional map primarily depends on the level of fuzzification, i.e. the value of
parameter P. An increase in the level of fuzzification will generate more fuzzy rings in fuzzy-ring
sets, which will produce even more regions in
3.4.2

.

Fuzzy Set of Regions

It should be emphasized that not all regions in the fuzzy regional map are necessary valid, in the
sense that for some of them we cannot find counterpart regions (i.e. the regions with matching
area-codes) in . Invalid regions appear in

more frequently when the radio propagation is

highly irregular and/or the fuzzification is performed with a larger value of parameter P. On one
hand, the sensor node location may be mapped into the wrong ring (or rings) due to the effect of

irregular radio propagation. On the other hand, when a higher level of fuzzification is used, the
sensor node location is likely to be fuzzified into several fuzzy rings in each fuzzy-ring set. In
both cases, the consequence will be an increased chance that some of resulting area-codes will
include rings that do not overlap in the Euclidean domain. Since such regions do not have an
adequate geometric interpretation, we filter out all of them from the fuzzy regional map, and
keep for further processing only those that also belong to the distance-base regional map. Thus,
the resulting fuzzy set of regions is
| ∈

,

, ∈

In some rare cases, it may happen that the fuzzy set of valid regions, , does not contain any
area-code. This typically occurs when the fuzzification is performed with the value of parameter
P which is not large enough to compensate for the radio propagation irregularity. Under such
circumstances, there may be generated a fuzzy-ring set which only includes wrong rings which
also do not overlap with any ring in some other fuzzy-ring set. In such situations, there are two
options: to leave the sensor node unknown (i.e. not-localized), or to repeat the fuzzification
process with a larger value of parameter P. In FRORF, we implement the second one.

3.5

Defuzzification

In the last step of FROFR, the fuzzy set of regions, , is defuzzified to obtain a pair of crisp real
values that represent the 2-D coordinates of estimated sensor node location. Note that two
numeric attributes are associated with each area code in : (a) the CoG of the corresponding
localization region, and (b) the degree of membership in . We use the center of gravity method
to produce the final location estimation:
∑

_
where

and

∙

∈

∑

∈

,

∑

∙

∈

∑

∈

are x- and y-coordinate of CoG of the region with area-code C.

4 SIMULATION RESULTS
We implement the FRORF localization algorithm in a custom WSN simulator build in C++, and
conducted several experiments to evaluate its performance. In addition, we compare our results
to the ROCRSSI algorithm. Our evaluation is based on the simulation of a benchmark set of 60

different network configurations categorized into six subsets of ten networks with the same
number of anchors. We analyze network configurations with 3 to 8 anchors. All networks in one
subset are created by varying positions of N anchors within the same basic setup of 200 sensor
nodes randomly deployed in a circular area of 100 m in diameter. In our simulations, we intend
to illustrate the impact of the number of anchors, the degree of radio propagation irregularity,
and the level of fuzzification on the localization error. The performance of two localization
methods is evaluated using the location estimation error defined as (d/D)*100%, where d is the
Euclidian distance between the real location of a sensor node and its estimated location, and D
is the diameter of the localization area.

4.1

Radio Propagation Model

We adopt the Degree Of Irregularity (DOI) radio propagation model introduced in [5] and
subsequently extended in [19], so that it can calculate the received signal strength at any
specific point within the radio range of a sender. In this model, the signal strength is defined
as

/

, where

transmitter, and
directions.

is a constant,

is the distance between the receiver and the

is the coefficient representing the difference in path loss in different
is calculated according to (5) where

uniformly distributed in the range [-1,1],

, and

∈ 0, 360 , rand is a random number
[19]. The parameter DOI is used to

denote the irregularity of the radio pattern. It is defined as the maximum signal straight variation
per unit degree change in the direction of radio propagation. When DOI value is 0, there is no
variation in the signal straight which results in a perfectly circular radio model. When DOI > 0,
large DOI values represent large variation of radio irregularity. Examples of two characteristic
DOI values of this irregular radio pattern model are shown in Fig. 9.

1

0
1

(5)

Fig. 9. Irregular radio patterns forr different va
alues of DO
OI.

4.2

Lo
ocalization EError When Varying P

In orderr to analyze the impactt of the fuzzzification levvel, expresssed by the vvalue of parrameter P,
on the localization
n error we
e simulate FRORF algorithm un
nder variou
us degreess of radio
propaga
ation irregula
arity in a ne
etwork with

5 anch
hors. The vvalue of parrameter P d
defines the

width off the bounda
ary region o
of fuzzy mem
mbership functions. Wh
hen P value
e is 0, the fu
uzzification
is practiically switch
hed-off by fforcing selection of one
e ring per a
anchor, onlyy. When P is greater
than 0, the chance
e of selecting multiple rrings per an
nchor increa
ases. In thiss way, the value
v
of P
ons. Fig. 10
0 shows the location error
e
as a
directly influences the size off the fuzzy set of regio
function of P for fou
ur characterristic values of DOI.

(a)

(b)

Fig
g. 10. Localiization errorr vs. level off fuzzificatio
on (P) for four different degrees of radio
propag
gation irregu
ularity (DOI): (a) FROR
RF, Direct-R
RSS fuzzifica
ation; (b) FR
RORF, Indirrect-RSS
fuzzification.

As can be seen from Fig. 10 the fuzzy approach is beneficial even in the circular radio
propagation scenario (i.e. when DOI value is 0). The circular radio propagation pattern
guaranties an ideal “1-1” matching between regions in distance-based and fuzzy regional map
enabling the FRORF algorithm to always select the correct localization region, even without
fuzzification (P=0). The only source of localization errors is due to the distance between the CoG
of the selected region and the real location of the sensor node. When P > 0, the result of the
fuzzification process is the fuzzy set of regions that includes multiple localization regions with
different weights. This can move the CoG toward the real location of the sensor node. When DOI
> 0, the irregular radio propagation creates rings with non-circular borders causing a non-ideal
mapping between distance-base and fuzzy localization regions. Without the fuzzification (P=0),
the localization error is influenced not only by the inter-region errors but also by the wrong ring
selection. On the other hand, with the fuzzification switched-on (P>0), the fuzzy set of regions
will likely include the correct region along with several nearby regions, which will partially
compensate the inaccuracy of RSS measurements.
As can also be seen from Fig. 10, for every value of DOI and every FRORF variant, there is an
optimal value of the parameter P, Popt, for which the best performance is achieved. The
increases with the increase of DOI value because the membership functions with wider fuzzy
regions are needed to compensate for increased uncertainty in ring/region selections. When the
direct-RSS fuzzification is employed, and DOI varies from 0 to 0.2, the range of optimality for P
is from 0.25 to 0.6 (Fig. 10(a)). This range is narrower when the indirect-RSS fuzzification is
used (Fig. 10(b)), i.e.

∈ 1.5, 2.0 , for FFtA, and

∈ 1.5, 3.5 , for FAtF. The narrow

optimality range for P is an advantage of indirect- over direct-RSS fuzzification method, which is
reflected in the extent to which the localization performance of the algorithm is resilient to
variations in the degree of the radio propagation irregularity. For example, when the FFtA is
configured with P = 0.2, the additional localization error due to non-optimal selection of P value
is less than 0.1% of area diameter over the analyzed range of DOI. This additional error for FAtF
is up to 0.2% when P value is 0.25, and up to 0.3% for direct-RSS fuzzification when P value is
0.35.

4.3

Localization Error When Varying Number of Anchors

In this simulation setting, we study the influence of the number of anchors, N, on the localization
error. We apply both ROCRSSI and FRORF algorithms to all network configurations in the
benchmark set with

∈ 0, 0.05,0.1,0.2 . Fig. 11 shows the location errors as a function of the

number of anchors deployed. Each data point in these graphs represents the average value of

20.000 localization
l
trials. First,, for every N we simula
ate 10 differrent anchorr configurations within
the netw
work of 200 sensor nod
des. Second
d, for each anchor con
nfiguration, 10 runs witth different
random seeds for D
DOI were exxecuted.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 11. Localizatio
on error vs. number of anchors forr: (a) DOI = 0; (b) DOI = 0.05; (c) D
DOI = 0.1;
(d) DOI = 0.2.
From Fig. 11, we see that o
our propose
ed localization method
d presents a clear performance
advanta
age over the
e ROCRSS
SI, no matte
er whether tthe radio prropagation is regular (DOI=0) or
irregularr (DOI=0.2)). For exam
mple, when
n we set tthe numberr of anchors to 5, th
he relative
performa
ance improvvement of tthe FRORF algorithm w
with direct-R
RSS fuzzificcation over ROCRSSI
ranges from
f
23% (ffor DOI=0.2
2) up to 37%
% (for DOI=0
0). Thereforre, FRORF algorithm e
enables us
to deplo
oy a smalle
er number of anchorss to obtain the same level of performance
es as with
ROCRS
SSI. For exa
ample, the direct-RSS
S FRORF only needs 5 anchors to achieve the same

localizattion error ass ROCRSSI with 8 ancchors. From
m Fig. 11, w
we can also see that the indirectRSS fuzzzification iss able to prrovide even better perfformance th
han direct-R
RSS, especiially in the
presencce of highly irregular ra
adio pattern
n. The relatiive performance impro
ovement of FFtA over
ROCRS
SSI ranges from 33% (for DOI=0
0.2) up to 43%
4
(for D
DOI=0). On the other hand, the
performa
ance differrence betw
ween two indirect-RS
SS variantss, FFtA and
a
FAtF, is rather
insignificcant, excep
pt for a larg
ger DOI and
d a larger n
number of a
anchors when FFtA ou
utperforms
FAtF forr at most 5%
%.

4.4

Th
he Influencee of DOI

In this experimentt, the results of which
h are show
wn in Fig. 12, we quantify the degree of
localizattion perform
mance degradation in the presence of radio irregularrity. We co
onduct the
analysiss on the n
network con
nfiguration with N=5 anchors under variou
us degreess of radio
propaga
ation irregula
arity.

Fig. 12.. Localizatio
on error vs. degree of ra
adio propag
gation irregu
ularity for RO
OCRSSI and FRORF
algorithmss.
From Fig
g. 12, we ob
bserve that the location
n error of bo
oth ROCRSSI and FRO
ORF increasses rapidly
when DOI value inccreases and
d FRORF p
performs mu
uch better th
hen ROCRS
SSI particularly in the
dio propaga
ation. When DOI value is 0, the rad
dio propaga
ation patter
presencce of highly irregular rad
is circula
ar and localization perfformances of all three analyzed FRORF
F
fuzzzification me
ethods are
practically the sam
me, reducing
g the avera
age location
n error by 1.8% of the
e area diam
meter with
RSSI. As D
DOI increasses, the p
performance
e difference
es among analyzed
respect to ROCR
localizattion scheme
es become larger. So, when DOI=
=0.2, the diirect-RSS F
FRORF estimates the
sensor n
node locatio
on with the average errror of 8.7% of area dia
ameter, whicch is an imp
provement

of 3% of area diameter with respect to ROCRSSI. Note that indirect-RSS fuzzification approach
outperforms direct-RSS approach in the whole range of analyzed DOI values, reducing the
location error for additional 1.2% of area diameter, when DOI is 0.2.

5 CONCLUSION
Many applications of wireless sensor networks depend on accurate determination of the
positions of all network nodes. In this paper, we describe and investigate a new RSS-based
range-free localization method, called Fuzzy Ring Overlapping Range Free (FROFR)
localization. The novelty of our scheme is to combine ROCRSSI, a ring-overlapping approach
originally proposed in [19], and the fuzzy set theory for performing sensor localization. Fuzzy set
theoretical approach helps to manage uncertainty associated with RSS measurement more
efficiently with fewer anchors. Simulation results show that FRORF performs better than
ROCRSSI in terms of localization accuracy by about 15-30% under different number of anchors
and degrees of radio propagation irregularity. We also show that FRORF improves range-free
localization under ideal radio propagation model. However, due to the implemented fuzzy logic
approach, it is important to notice that FRORF has increased computational cost comparing to
ROCRSSI method. With little overhead, FRORF can be conveniently embedded in different
area-based localization algorithms to improve accuracy.
This paper does not consider the way to adapt the level of fuzzification to the varying degree of
radio propagation irregularity. This remains for a future work. We want to implement also selfcalibration scheme in order to improve performance of the FROFR. In our future work, we would
also like to test the proposed scheme under more network scenarios such as limited radio range
of anchors, and to study the effect of topology of anchor nodes on localization error. It is planned
to implement FRORF method on the WSN platform and provide field test results.
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